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1.GENERAL INFORMATION 
REGARDING THE SIGNATURE:



COMPANY ACTIVITIES ACCORDING TO CAEN CODE:
CLASSIFICATION OF NATIONAL ECONOMY ACTIVITIES

55- HOTELS AND OTHERS ACCOMODATION SERVICES

1013-MANUFACTURE OF MEAT PRODUCTS(CHICKEN ALSO)

Social capital: 10000 lei, Number of associates: 8 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE 
COMPANY

The restaurant is a catering establishment that prepares food in its
own kitchen and opens it for a fee, along with drinks, in specially
designed dining rooms. The specialized restaurant serves a specific
assortment of culinary dishes and drinks that are permanently in the
menu list, in the conditions of classic arrangements and endowments or
adequate to the assortment structure (fishing, hunting, rotisserie,
dietetic, lacto-vegetarian, etc.) that form the object of specialization. .
Specialized restaurant - because this category includes the restaurant
"Small on the terrace" - has a privileged location in the city center.
Through its offer, this restaurant is a serious competitor to the catering
establishments located inside the hotels.



The new restaurant will be opened in the central area of the city, in a
rented building that is arranged as a hotel. The premises will include a
dining room (18 tables), a space for partitions (3 tables), wardrobe, locker
rooms for employees, bathrooms, kitchen, warehouse and manager's
office, but also 12 hotel rooms.
The own kitchen will lay on the table - as an absolute novelty in the field -
a new type of food that includes besides traditional Romanian products
and lacto- vegetarian without heat treatment or industrial process. As
such, the restaurant will use pure natural products, which in addition to
essential nutrients and the vital energy element, offer the therapeutic
ability to restore the whole body.



The proposal of this business idea, namely the opening of a restaurant
with a natural food profile, is justified based on the current trends on the
market:
- upward trend of the evolution of the national economy;
- at the increase of the living standard, the importance of maintaining a
better health also increased, people being concerned about what they
eat;
-increasing the number of sick people due to an unhealthy diet, which

becomes a major health problem.



The strategy of our company is the following: The restaurant
"Small on the terrace" aims to opt for direct sales, respectively
the product will reach directly from the producer (in our case, the
restaurant's own kitchen) to the final consumer, the advantages
of this distribution channel being the following: 1 . allows direct
communication between the restaurant and the buyer, resolving
any questions and uncertainties; the message can be
transmitted according to the personal needs of the client; The
"seller" can know and become known to customers by
developing his network of knowledge; facilitates monitoring of
customer response / reactions / opinions.
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The medium-term objectives (3-5 years) refer to:
-developing and consolidating an image of the restaurant among
the public;
-increasing its notoriety; return of investment.
In the short term (1-3 years) we want:
- Achieving a level of sales of 70% in the first 6 months; -
Achieving a high level of knowledge of the restaurant.



In order to ensure the company's staff, staff recruitment and
selection activities will be carried out. In order to complete this
action, the following sub-activities will be considered: -
establishing the necessary staff;
-formulation of the announcement regarding the job offer
according to the necessary staff, the qualifications and the
requirements that they must meet;
-choosing the type of media through which the job offer is
announced;

Company staff



-studying the CVs received from potential employees and
contacting those who meet or are closest to the characteristics of the
requested position;
-interviewing candidates and selecting those suitable for the
requirements of the positions.





At the company level, a hierarchically functional organizational
structure is applied. This type of structure that absolutizes the
principle of unity of decision and action, it is characterized by the
fact that through a system of authority delegations, the leaders of
the compartments from the center of the company, can give
dispositions on a hierarchical line to some leaders of the same
functional compartments existing in the subunits of the company.

3. FORM MANAGEMENT (about those who ensure 
the management of the company)



As such, at any hierarchical level, a subordinate will receive
orders from a single leader, to whom he is responsible for the
entire activity. Since this type of structure has simple and reduced
organizational elements, it can be easily understood and applied
in the leadership process.
Always on top of such pyramids are the collective leader and
the individual leader operative, and at its base are the executors.
According to this type of structure, a leader coordinates his
subordinates from all points of view.



4. USE OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND PROMOTION 
OF THE INFORMATION SOCIETY

The use of everything that represents IT
means in the process of distribution,
promotion and launch of the company's
products will be followed.



6. FINANCIAL ESTIMATES AND 
NECESSARY FUNDING

For the implementation of the business idea, ie for the
realization of the investment project, a financing need of
approximately RON 660,000 is identified. The necessary
budget can be argued by the following:
-Expenses with renting the location - 3000 €;

-Expenses with the renovation and arrangement of the
premises - 2500 €;
-Expenses with market study and establishing marketing
strategies - 3000 €;
-Expenditure on furniture - 3300 €;
-Expenditures with the necessary equipment - 2800 €;



-Expenses with the purchase of vehicles - 14000 €;
-Fuel expenses - 4000 €;
-Expenses with insurance premiums - 1100 €;
-Expenses with the establishment of the company - 2500 €; -
Promotion expenses - € 37,600;
-Expenses with training - 1000 €;

-Expenditures with staff remuneration - € 38,000



-Expenses with raw materials - 4000 €;
-Expenditures with garments - 550 €;
-Expenses with designing and sending guests- € 30;
-Expenditures with energy, water - 3000 €;
-Expenses with menu covers and bills - 570 €;
-Expenditures with household products - 250 €;

-Expenses with office objects - 250 €;
-Expenses with maintenance and repairs - 200 €;
-Other expenses - 2100 €
Total expenses foreseen for one year 133,750 €, the equivalent in
lei (during the day displayed by B.N.R. of 4.95 RON) being of
662.063 RON



The restaurant "Small on the terrace" addresses all consumers,
offering a wide range of prices and food. The restaurant will offer
affordable products without sacrificing quality and addresses
customers who do not pay for "a name" but for the product (at its
true value). More and more people do not have time to prepare a
warm and healthy meal in their own home or do not have time to
leave work to have lunch in a restaurant they usually choose to
eat unhealthy food. Regarding this "theory", I thought it would be a
very good idea to provide home-cooked food at home or at the
office.



The target audience is the Romanian public, but foreign
tourists eager to taste the menus with natural food dishes
prepared in Romanian cuisine are also targeted. People with
average incomes are considered to be easier to satisfy, but they
have certain tendencies to reach and copy the categories of
luxury customers, which is why they can sometimes accept
products with higher prices.



The segmentation of the collective restoration is the following: -
restaurants affected by the workplaces (canteens, restaurants
inside the enterprises); -school and university restaurants
(canteens); -Restaurants affected by nursing homes Restaurants
affected by other communities (army, religious congregations,
prisons, etc.) Public catering services have been and will always
be a permissive and permeable business, so easy to imitate and
open to sustained competition. Therefore, the risk of bankruptcy is
quite high. Summarizing, we consider that the classic restaurants,
with specific and the specialized ones, are the main competitors of
the restaurant "Small on the terrace", and the level of prices
charged by the main competitors on the market tends to be largely
similar.



Thank you for your attention
and we wish you a pleasant shopping!


